
August Movies

PPoowwer Rer Rangersangers
Tuesday 8th, At 6:00 pm
Five ordinary teens must become something
extraordinary when they learn that their
small town-and the world- is on the verge of
being obliterated by an alien threat.

Beauty and the BeastBeauty and the Beast
Thursday 10th, At 6:00 pm
The fantastic journey of Belle, who is taken
prisoner by a beast in his castle. Despite their
differences they learn to see past the surface
and understand each other.

Spark: a Space TSpark: a Space Tailail
Saturday 12th, At 3:00 pm
A teen monkey pledges to defeat a warlord
who destroyed his home planet and wiped
out his family. With the help of his friends he
sets out to stop the villain before it's too late.

ZZenon Girl oenon Girl of the 21st Cenf the 21st Centurytury
Friday 18th, At 3:00 pm
An inquisitive teenager pries into suspected
dodgy dealings on her space-station home.
When she gets too close to the truth, she is
sent to live on Earth while her stations begins
to fall apart.

PlanePlanet 51t 51
Saturday 19th, At 12:00 pm
An alien civilization is invaded by Astronaut,
who believes that the planet was
uninhabited. Wanted by the military, he
must escape back to his ship!

MMen in Blacken in Black
Saturday 19th, At 3:00 pm
A human vs alien saga in which a secret-
agent duo track extraterrestrials living on
Earth. Trouble begins when one nasty
visitor, arrives seeking destruction.

GuarGuardians odians of the Galaxyf the Galaxy
Monday 21st, At 6:00 pm
A group of intergalactic criminals are forced
to work together to defeat an interstellar
villain who seeks to control the universe with
a all powerful orb.

ZZookookeepers Wifeepers Wifee
Thursday 24th, At 6:00 pm
The story of the keepers of the Warsaw
Zoo, Antonina and Jan Zabinski, who
helped save hundreds of people and
animals during the German invasion.
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